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With thanks

A project like this is the result of a collective effort.

Here’s the story...
So, there’s this nation of tech innovators. Pockets of entrepreneurs spread across
Canada. Some are very young, others have weathered their early years. Some
build hardware, while others are into digital media. And the businesses riding the
SaaS wave? You can count them in too.
Most are growing well. Really well.
But why? What are these successful companies doing right? And what differentiates the growth drivers for younger versus older firms? For SaaS versus non-SaaS
firms?
Our big question:

What business practices make a positive difference
for the growth of Canada’s technology firms?
Do the Right Things: Secrets from Successful Canadian Technology Companies sheds light on how successful technology companies in Canada stay-up
to scale-up.

First and foremost, we thank all our research participants. In gratitude, we are
sending a set of customized results to every firm that provided its name, to help
benchmark their practices and performance. The aggregate report, however,
is available to all other firms and anyone interested in knowing more about our
results.
We are very grateful to a central partner of the Lazaridis Institute for the Management of Technology Enterprises: Communitech. Like last year, this year’s study
could not have been done without the interest and support of Iain Klugman, Steve
Currie, Geoff Bellew and Heather Perry. We also benefitted from feedback offered
by Heather Galt, John Beresford and Rod Foster.
This year’s data collection was nationwide. Big thanks to Sarah Burt and Kim
Morouney at the Lazaridis Institute for helping to enlist support from our friends at
the Accelerator Centre, ICTAM, FounderFuel, Planet Hatch, Volta Labs, OneEleven, BioNB, Genesis Centre, and Wavefront. Thanks also to Sarah Lubik at SFU’s
Venture Connection program for reaching out and to Pat White for connecting us
with L-SPARK and the Alacrity Foundation.
Two doctoral students at the Lazaridis School were instrumental to this project.
Ken Chen provided primary technical support, with additional input from Hamed
Mehrabi. From the Lazaridis Institute, Stephanie Ruediger was instrumental in
building our Canadian database, and Megan Hall helped us follow-up with firms.
Like last year, the talented Kira Vermond edited this report. All graphic work is
done by a creative Lazaridis School MBA grad, Carly Gouweloos.
Finally, thanks go to Mike Lazaridis for his belief in Laurier. His investment in our
business school allows initiatives such as this practice-oriented research to move
forward.
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What business practices make a positive difference
for the growth of Canada’s technology firms?

The snapshot
What business practices make a positive difference for the growth of
Canada’s technology firms?

Our analysis compares younger firms (48%) versus older ones (52%). We also
compare SaaS (49%) versus non-SaaS firms (51%).

To tackle this question, our ongoing research at the Lazaridis Institute connects the
dots between…

Who don’t we study? Our research doesn’t include Canada’s big players as the
size and scope of their operations puts them in a different category for research.
Think companies like Shopify, Hootsuite and Kik.

1) Business Practices, and
2) Growth in Sales Revenue

The sweet spot for our 2017 study
This year we wanted to spread our net nationwide and capture a more complete
picture of what creates a successful firm in our country. For the 2017 survey…
We cover everyone from start-ups to those trying to scale-up
� The firms in our study are found Canada-wide, from Vancouver to the Maritimes
� They represent two different age groups (with the split occurring when a firm is
about six years old)
� We also have a mix of firm types; the biggest group is software-as-a-service (SaaS)
firms, followed by software, digital media, emerging tech, hardware and telecom.
�

The big picture
The firms in our study enjoy sales growth of just over 141% per year1. We wanted to find out what practices are linked to this type of strong growth. It turns out,
there are five that seem to have real impact:
How firms reward their employees
� The firm’s ability to scale
� Growth in international sales revenue
� How much is spent on marketing (as a percentage of revenue)
� The extent to which marketing and sales are integrated
�

These are high-level patterns. The remainder of this report digs into how they vary
by firm age and type.

1 We have one outlier firm: a SaaS organization growing at 18750%. Removing this firm brings the average revenue growth down to around 141%. This addresses the outlier effect and changes the split regression results
(but not the overall regression results). Given the extreme nature of this one outlier, it is excluded from our analysis.
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The Introduction: It starts here
What signals the potential of long-term business success to customers, competitors and investors? Growth in sales revenue. With growth, shareholders are
happy with their increased returns. And according to McKinsey & Company (2014), revenue growth also matters more than margin or cost structure for
market-capitalization2.
This report highlights the findings of a survey used to spot the business practices that lead to sales revenue growth in Canada’s technology firms.
We found two natural splits in this year’s data.
Younger firms versus older firms is the first one. Younger firms are six or fewer years old, while older firms have been around for more than six years.
The second split is found in firm type: software-as-a-service (SaaS) firms versus those that describe themselves as software, digital media, emerging tech,
hardware or telecom companies.

2 Kutcher, E. O. Nottebohm and K. Sprague (2014). Grow fast or die slow, McKinsey & Company Insights and Publications.
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Dotting “i”s and crossing “t”s
Before performing formal analysis, we
conducted a series of validity tests (e.g.
normality, Cronbach’s alpha, confirmatory
factor analysis). The data held up well in
these tests. Our primary analysis method is
linear regression.

Finding the right firms
We drew our sample from 319 technology firms in Canada identified using:
The database created for the 2016 Lazaridis Study
� Publicly available lists from accelerator programmes across Canada, checked by
our partners running those programs
�

Between November 2016 and January 2017, we contacted all potential participants
with multiple waves of telephone calls, emails and personal requests. We received
10 bounce-backs. Managers from 86 firms participated in our online survey; this
number was reduced to 85 with the exclusion of one outlier. This means our effective response rate is 27%.

Firm size and outside forces
Because we wanted to be sure we weren’t comparing peaches and pears in our
analysis, we were on the lookout for four key variables that might throw the results
off: environmental dynamism, firm size, firm age and firm type.
Environmental dynamism describes macro-economic factors that often play out
beyond the firm’s control. These include market uncertainty, competitive intensity
and even technological turbulence. Firm size means the number of employees a
company has and firm age dates to year of founding. Given the dominance of
SaaS firms in our sample, firm type is either SaaS or non-SaaS. We controlled for
all four influences, as appropriate, during our analysis.
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Adding it up

6

YEARS

median
firm age

median firm size: 16

$1 million CAD

median revenue
median

51% 49%

Ontario + rest of Canada

respondents’
experience

in their firm

$
4

years

Show me the money!
What creates revenue growth? Being entrepreneurial? Developing products based on proprietary technology? Prioritizing customers? Rewarding employees in a meaningful way?
We studied a total of 25 business practices and characteristics to find out.
In the end, a small set of practices stand out. What’s more, the results differ depending on:
		
1) firm age
2) firm type
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So let’s break it down...
Ages and stages
The 141% growth rate applies regardless of firm age. But depending on how old your firm is, different business practices have an impact. Like last year’s report, patterns
tend to change at about the six year mark.
For younger firms (no more than six years since founding), we see five drivers of
high revenue growth. These are:

High Revenue Growth in Younger Firms

Growth driver
Helping customers make the best
decisions for their needs
Using cross-functional teams
including outside input for NPD

Score
3.8*
3.4*

Rewarding people based on the
value they add

3.7*

Amount spent on sales
(as a % of revenue)

77.5%

Growth (%) in international
sales revenue

29.0%

* Measured on a 5-point scale where 5 = strongly agree

For older firms (established at least six years ago), just three influences emerge:

High Revenue Growth in Older Firms

Growth driver

Score

Growth (%) in international
sales revenue
Amount spent on marketing
(as a % of revenue)

129.0%

High integration between sales
and marketing

17.9%
3.8*

* Measured on a 5-point scale where 5 = strongly agree

These findings indicate that older firms also benefit from selling to markets outside Canada. And while spending shifts from sales to marketing, older firms that
grow particularly well work to mesh sales with marketing.
Keep in mind that these results are based ONLY on firm age. More to come…

The first three drivers signal that growth stems from really connecting with people
inside and outside the organization. This builds loyal customers, a viable product
and committed employees.
The next two drivers show just how important selling efforts are for younger firms.
This also applies to generating sales in international markets.
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What about firm type? SaaSters are different, right?
This year, we could tease out differences that marked SaaS firms versus non-SaaS (the latter being software, digital media, emerging tech, hardware and telecom). Using these
two categories, we see:
For SaaS firms, high revenue growth is related to:

For non-SaaS firms, the key business practices are:

High Revenue Growth in SaaS Firms

Growth driver

Score

Customer-driven NPD process

4.0*

Using cross-functional teams
including outside input for NPD

3.4*

Rewarding people based on the
value they add

3.6*

The ability to build cooperative
relationships with outside contacts
Amount spent on marketing
(as a % of revenue)
Growth (%) in international
sales revenue

4.4*
18.1%
97.0%

* Measured on a 5-point scale where 5 = strongly agree

For SaaS firms, it’s clear that open innovation, or at least co-creating your product
or service with customers, is critical to growth. So too are efforts to build strong
relationships through the organization and external to it. High growth SaaSters
spend on marketing. And look at their growth in international sales!
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High Revenue Growth in Non-SaaS Firms

Growth driver
Growth (%) in international
sales revenue

Score
116.0%

The ability to scale

3.7*

High integration between sales
and marketing

3.7*

* Measured on a 5-point scale where 5 = strongly agree

For all firm types, international sales emerge (again) as a key growth driver. NonSaaS firms also benefit from ‘scaleability’ and making sure sales and marketing
efforts are interconnected.
What happens when we pull things together?

Different sweet spots

There’s definitely a SaaS distinction

Let’s look at the results more closely. This 2x2 table hones in on the key drivers
for different combinations (firm age x type).

1.

Look closely. Some patterns have changed.

SaaS

NonSaaS

Younger

Older

� Customer-driven NPD
� Cross-functional teams for NPD,
including outside input
� Employee reward philosophy
� International sales growth
� Sales spend

� Treating customers like assets
� International sales growth
� Marketing spend

� Helping customers make the
best decision for their needs

� International sales growth
� Marketing & sales integration

High growth SaaS firms have a lot to pay attention to. They ramp up sales
expenditure sooner rather than later. They also build new products in a way
that involves customers, employees from across the firm, and insight from
outside the company. In short, young high growth SaaS firms work with
customers as they create new products. The result? Customer buy-in and a
market ready and waiting for their product.

2. When SaaS firms are young, they’re also more likely to enjoy revenue growth
if they pay close attention to their internal customers: employees. Young SaaS
firms with high growth reward and recognize their employees based on the
value they add to the firm, rather than, say, the responsibility they have. In
turn, this creates employee commitment and a strong culture.
3. As the successful high growth SaaS firms matures, it starts to view customers
differently too. This type of firm recognizes customers as assets, treats them
as such and invests in processes to manage customer relationships. Then
there’s the money spent on marketing. But rather than simply drawing money
away from selling activities, as the SaaS firm hits the six-year mark, it becomes critical to integrate those two customer-focused activities.

But –it’s not ALL about SaaS!
Regardless of firm age or type, international growth is a key driver for overall
revenue growth.
The U.S. is typically the first market entered, BUT 83% of those selling outside
Canada serve markets beyond the U.S.
There are other critical factors too.

1.

Non-SaaS firms benefit from early efforts to work with the customer, guiding
them to make good business decisions – even if it’s for another firm’s product.
Surprised? Here’s what this generosity and open-handedness achieve: trust
and positive word-of-mouth.

2. Later, non-SaaS companies thrive because of growth generated through
international sales (like all the firms in our study), and – like SaaS firms – they
clearly benefit from marketing and sales activities that are well-integrated.
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Here’s what else we learned
Sales $ and Marketing $ = smart spending
Sell, sell, sell

Get your name out there

Across all firms, we see four prioritized investment areas for selling activities:

Meanwhile, marketing dollars are prioritized into three areas:

1. Customer success/retention
2. Key account management
3. Outbound
4. Inbound

1. Event marketing
2. Content marketing
3. Website

Yet where is the least investment made across all firms? Sales training. Training
is in the top three areas of sales spend for only 15% of companies.

Marketing Spending Allocation in Older Firms
% of firms who rank the activity in top three marketing expenditures

Sales Spending Allocation in Younger Firms
% of firms who rank the activity in top three selling expenditures
Customer success/retention

Inbound

Event marketing

60%

71%
Content marketing

Key account management
Outbound

But what’s neglected in all firms? Data analytics and PR. Data analytics is in the
top three areas of marketing spend for just 2% of firms; for PR, it’s 11% of firms.

61%
Website
59%

46%
42%

52%
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Marketing & sales activities we asked about:
Marketing

Sales

Advertising
� Branding
� Content marketing
� Data analytics
� Direct marketing
� Event marketing
� PR
� SEO
� Social media
� Website
� Others

�

�

Retention
� Inbound sales
� CRM
� KAM
� Outbound sales
� Sales training
� Others

Digging deeper
The results of this study have us asking more questions.
We know that R&D is at the very core of how a technology firm operates. Yet our
data does not indicate that spending on research and development influences
sales growth. This may be a result of the diversity of firms studied this year, but
more questions arise. For example, when is R&D investment more influential for
different types of firms? Should firms boost spending throughout the innovation
process? Or at specific project stages? At what stage? Is it more effective to invest
in R&D for radical innovation or for smaller, incremental advances? Detailed
information would help us better understand how R&D expenditures lead to
success.
We also find that spending on marketing and sales is concentrated within a small
number of areas. Perhaps this gives a bigger boost to the investment’s impact. But
why is so little invested in data analytics given we work in an era of big data? And
why is investment in sales training at the bottom of the pile, across the board?
This question warrants attention given the importance tech firms place on selling
activities.
On the people side of things, this year’s data reveal that the firm’s philosophy
around employee reward and recognition only makes a different to the growth
of young SaaS firms. Why? And why does management style not emerge as an
influencing factor?
Finally, “scale-ability” shows up as relevant when we study firm type, but the 2x2
results suggest that when we combine firm age with type, it’s not a core driver for
revenue growth. One possible reason why: scaling may not be about being able
to grow without adding more costs. That’s part of the definition we used. Perhaps
scaling means hitting the sweet spot for the specific combination of firm age and
type? This needs to be studied in more depth.
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The next steps
This is the second annual Lazaridis Report and this year we expanded from an Ontario to Canada-wide focus. Like any good study, it generates many more questions that will
guide and inspire future research, and provide additional insight.
Please remember: all the firms in our study are growing very well. It’s also important to keep in mind that, for instance, pouring money into marketing plus selling internationally
doesn’t guarantee growth for a SaaS firm. Think of our results as indicators, not business rules etched in stone.
This is an annual research program. Over time, we’ll tease out more definitive and subtle results and ask even more new questions. We hope that as this research at the Lazaridis
Institute moves forward, additional firms will participate, allowing for a more diverse sample. We welcome the opportunity to dig further in our analysis.

Questions or comments?

Nicole Coviello
Lazaridis Institute for the Management of Technology Enterprises
tel 519 884 0710, ext 2054
email ncoviello@wlu.ca
published March 31, 2017

